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Abstract
This paper proposes a signature-based approach for solving redundancy allocation prob-
lems when component lifetimes are not only heterogeneous but also dependent. The two
common schemes for allocations, that is active and standby redundancies, are considered. If
the component lifetimes are independent, the proposed approach leads to simple manipula-
tions. Various illustrative examples are also analysed. This method can be implemented for
practical complex engineering systems.
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1 Introduction
Redundancy policies are usually used to increase the reliabilities of engineering systems, if exist. In
common, there are two schemes to allocate redundant components to the system, called “active”
and “standby” redundancy allocations. In the former, the spars are put in parallel to the com-
ponents of the system while in the later, the spars start functioning immediately after component
failures. Determination of an optimal redundancy allocation in engineering systems is great of
interest.
There are many researches on the redundancy allocation problem (RAP) and deriving optimal
allocations. For example, Boland et al. [5] considered some stochastic orders for a k-out-of-n sys-
tem, which works whenever at least n´k`1 components among n components work. They proved
that the optimal active redundancy policy always allocates the spare to the weakest component in
series systems if the component lifetimes are independent. For the standby redundancy and under
the likelihood ratio ordering, Boland et al. [5] provided also sufficient conditions in which for
series systems, the spare should be allocated to the weakest component while in parallel systems,
it allocates the spare component to the strongest one. For recent results on RAP, see Singh and
Misra [26], Singh and Singh [27], Mi [17], Valdes and Zequeira [28], Romera et al. [21], Hu and
Wang [9], Jeddi and Doostparast [10] and references therein.
The concept of “signature” was introduced by Samaniego [22] and it is a useful tool for analysing
stochastic behaviours of systems from a theoretical view of point. Precisely, let X “ pX1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , Xnq
stand for absolutely continuous component lifetimes in a coherent system of order n and T “ φpXq
is the system lifetime and φp.q stands for the “structure system function”. If the component life-
times are independent and identically distributed (IID), then the system signature is the vector
s “ ps1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , snq where si “ P pT “ Xi:nq and Xi:n denotes i-th order statistics among X1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , Xn.
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Samaniego [22] shows that the system reliability function is given by F¯T ptq “ P pT ą tq “řn
i“1 siF¯i:nptq where F¯i:nptq “ P pXi:n ą tq for t ą 0. This paper suggests a signature-based
approach for RAP. Therefore, the rest of this paper is organized as follow: In Section 2, the pro-
posed signature-based is proposed for systems with independent but heterogeneous component
lifetimes. The RAP for systems with dependent component lifetimes is also studied in Section 3.
Finally, Section 4 concludes. Illustrative examples are given throughout the paper.
2 RAP with independent components
In this section, we assume that the component lifetimes X1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , Xn are independent but hetero-
geneous with respective reliability functions F¯1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , F¯n, i.e.
F¯iptq “ P pXi ą tq, @t ą 0, i “ 1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , n.
Let
G¯ptq “ h´1pHpF¯1ptq, ¨ ¨ ¨ , F¯nptqqq, @t ą 0, (1)
where Hpp1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , pnq is a multinomial expression, called “the structure reliability function” and
hppq “ Hpp, ¨ ¨ ¨ , pq is the diagonal section of Hpp1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , pnq. Navarro et al. [19] proved that the
reliability function of the system lifetime, F¯T ptq “ P pT ą tq, can be expressed as
F¯T ptq “ HpF¯1ptq, ¨ ¨ ¨ , F¯nptqq “
nÿ
i“1
siG¯i:nptq, @ t ą 0, (2)
where G¯i:nptq stands for the reliability function of the i-th order statistics on the basis of a random
sample of size n from the distribution function (DF) Gptq “ 1´ G¯ptq for t ą 0; that is
G¯i:nptq “
i´1ÿ
j“0
ˆ
n
j
˙
GptqjG¯ptqn´j
“ 1´ Epn, i, Gptqq, t ą 0, i “ 1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , n. (3)
where Epn, i, aq “ řnj“i `nj˘ajp1 ´ aqn´j . In other words, for every given coherent system with
independent and heterogeneous component lifetimes, one can construct an equivalent coherent
system with IID component lifetimes with the common reliability function (1).
As a suggested procedure for comparing various redundancy allocation policies, one may derive an
equivalent system with IID component lifetimes with the common reliability function (2) and then
use the signature-based results for comparing systems. More precisely, assume one has k spars with
lifetimes Y1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , Yk and plan to allocate the spars to the n (original) components. She has also two
possible policies, say Policy I and Policy II. Under Policies I and II, the improved systems would
have lifetimes T rIs and T rIIs with signatures srIs “ psrIs
1
, ¨ ¨ ¨ , srIsn`kq and srIIs “ psrIIs1 , ¨ ¨ ¨ , srIIsn`kq,
respectively. Analogously to Equation (1), let
G¯rIsptq “ h´1,rIs
´
H rIspF¯1ptq, ¨ ¨ ¨ , F¯n`kptqq
¯
, t ą 0,
and
G¯rIIsptq “ h´1,rIIs
´
H rIIspF¯1ptq, ¨ ¨ ¨ , F¯n`kptqq
¯
, t ą 0,
where F¯n`1ptq, ¨ ¨ ¨ , F¯n`kptq call for the reliability functions of the spare lifetimes Y1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , Yk. Here,
H rIs(H rIIs) and hrIs(hrIIs) denote the structure system function and the reliability function of the
improved system, respectively, under Policy I (Policy II). Equation (2) yields for all t ą 0,
F¯T rIsptq “ H rIspF¯1ptq, ¨ ¨ ¨ , F¯n`kptqq “
n`kÿ
i“1
s
rIs
i G¯
rIs
i:n`kptq, (4)
2
and
F¯T rIIsptq “ H rIIspF¯1ptq, ¨ ¨ ¨ , F¯n`kptqq “
n`kÿ
i“1
s
rIIs
i G¯
rIIs
i:n`kptq. (5)
Now one can use the signature-based results for comparing the system lifetimes T rIs and T rIIs with
the reliability functions (4) and (5), respectively. Here, some results which are useful in sequel are
mentioned. For more information, see Chapter 4 of Samaniego [23].
Definition 2.1. Let X and Y be two random variables with reliability functions F¯ and G¯, respec-
tively. Then X is said to be smaller than Y in stochastic order (hazard rate order, likelihood ration
order), denoted by X ďst pďhr,ďlrqY if F¯ ptq ě G¯ptq for all t (G¯ptq{F¯ ptq, g¯ptq{f¯ptq is increasing in
t). Here, f and g are density functions of X and Y , respectively.
In the sequel and for all orderings above-mentioned, the statements “X ď Y ” and “F ď G”
are used interchangeably.
Theorem 2.2 (Samaniego [23], Chapter 4). Let si, i “ 1, 2, denote the i-th system signature with
IID component lifetimes and the common reliability function G¯i.
1. If G¯1ptq “ G¯2ptq for t ą 0 and s1 ďst,hr,lr s2 then T1 ďst,hr,lr T2;
2. If G1 ďst G2 and s1 “ s2 then T1 ďst T2;
Example 2.3. Consider a 2-component series system and k “ 1 spare with two possible active
redundancy policies T rIs “ mintmaxtX1, Y1u, X2u and T rIIs “ mintX1,maxtX2, Y1uu. Boland et
al. [5] proved that if the component lifetimes are independent and X1 ďst X2 then T rIs ěst T rIIs.
Notice that in this case, srIs “ srIIs “ p1{3, 2{3, 0q,
H rIspp1, p2, p3q “ p1´ p1´ p1qp1 ´ p3qqp2, H rIIspp1, p2, p3q “ p1p1´ p1 ´ p2qp1´ p3qq. (6)
and hence hrIsppq “ hrIIsppq “ pp1´ p1´ pq2q for 0 ă p ă 1. Moreover,
F¯T rIsptq “ H rIspF¯1ptq, F¯2ptq, F¯3ptqq “ p1´ F1ptqF3ptqqF¯2ptq, (7)
and
F¯T rIIsptq “ H rIIspF¯1ptq, F¯2ptq, F¯3ptqq “ F¯1ptqp1´ F2ptqF3ptqq. (8)
The mathematical package MAPLE version 18 with procedure “SOLVE” gives
h´1,rIsppq “ h´1,rIIsppq
“ 1
6
3
b
64´ 108 p` 12
a
81 p2 ´ 96 p
`8
3
1
3
b
64´ 108 p` 12
a
81 p2 ´ 96 p
` 2
3
, @ 0 ă p ă 1. (9)
From Equations (1) and (6), one can see that for all t ą 0,
G¯rIsptq “ h´1,rIs
´
H rIspF¯1ptq, ¨ ¨ ¨ , F¯n`kptqq
¯
“ h´1,rIs `p1´ F1ptqF3ptqqF¯2ptq˘ ,
G¯rIIsptq “ h´1,rIIs
´
H rIIspF¯1ptq, ¨ ¨ ¨ , F¯n`kptqq
¯
“ h´1,rIIs `F¯1ptqp1´ F2ptqF3ptqq˘ .
Assume now that X1 ďst X2 or F¯1ptq ď F¯2ptq for all t. Since h´1,rIsppq “ h´1,rIIsppq are increasing
in p and after some algebraic calculations p1 ´ F1ptqF3ptqqF¯2ptq ě F¯1ptqp1 ´ F2ptqF3ptqq for all t,
then G¯rIs ěst G¯rIIs and the above-mentioned result of Boland et al (1999) follows also by Part 2
of Theorem 2.2. l
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Figure 1: The five-component bridge system.
Example 2.4. Consider the five-component bridge system in Figure 1. We also have k “ 1
(active) spare and let sris, i “ 1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , 5, denote the system signature when the spare has been
redundant with the i-th component. One can verify that
sr1s “ sr2s “ sr4s “ sr5s “
ˆ
0,
1
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The reliability function of the bridge system (without the spare) is given by
Hpp1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , p5q “ p1p3 ` p2p4 ` p1p4p5 ` p2p3p5
´p1p2p3p4 ´ p1p3p4p5 ´ p1p2p3p5 ´ p2p3p4p5 ´ p1p2p4p5
`2p1p2p3p4p5. (10)
Then the reliability function of the system with an active spare which has been allocated to the
i-th component, for i “ 1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , 5, is derived from (10) by replacing pi Y p6 :“ 1´ p1 ´ piqp1 ´ p6q
instead of pi. Let H
rispp1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , p6q denote the reliability function of the system when the active
spare is allocated to the i-th component. Then from (1), the common reliability function of the
equivalent system with IID components is derived as
G¯risptq “ hris,´1pH rispF¯1ptq, ¨ ¨ ¨ , F¯6ptqqq, @t ą 0, (11)
where hrisppq “ H rispp, ¨ ¨ ¨ , pq. Using the mathematical package MAPLE version 18, we derived
hrisppq “ ´2 p6 ` 8 p5 ´ 10 p4 ` 2 p3 ` 3 p2, i “ 1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , 5. (12)
Now let Xi, i “ 1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , 5 be the independent exponentially distributed lifetimes with DF Fiptq “
1 ´ expt´λitu and there is one active spare component (k “ 1) with the lifetime X6. Similar to
Boland et al. [5], the question is where to place the standby redundancy in order to make “best”
improvement in the bridge system. The answer depends to the relative values of λi, i “ 1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , 5
and the distribution of the spare lifetime. For illustration, let F6ptq “ 1 ´ expt´λ6tu for t ą 0.
Table 2.4 displays the optimal allocation for some selected values of λi, i “ 1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , 6. In some cases,
one can not determine the optimal policy and another reliability index may used such as the mean
time to failure (MTTF) of the improved system. For example, let W pα, λq stand for the Weibull
distribution with DF
F ptq “ 1´ expt´pλtqαu, t ą 0, λ ą 0, α ą 0.
Figure 2 pictures the reliability function of the bridge system with one spare when the component
lifetime Xi follows the Weibull distribution W pαi, 1q for i “ 1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , 6. Here, α1 “ α4 “ α6 “ 2,
α2 “ α5 “ 0.5 and α3 “ 1. The calculations have been done by the mathematical package MAPLE
version 18. The corresponding program is given in the appendix. l
The proposed signature-based approach may be applied also to standby redundancy policies.
The next example illustrates this approach. In the example and hereafter, F ˚Gptq means convo-
lution of two DFs F and G, defined by
F ˚Gptq “
ż t
´8
Gpt´ xqdF pxq,
4
Figure 2: The reliability function of the bridge system under various redundancy allocations.
Table 1: The optimal allocation for the bridge system in Figure 1.
λ1 λ2 λ3 λ4 λ5 λ6 optimal component for allocation
1 1 1 2 2 1.5 4
1 1 1.5 2 2 1.5 4
1 1 2 2 2 1.5 4
1 1 1 2 2 1 4
1 1 1 2 2 1.5 4
1 1 1 2 2 2 4
1 2 1 1 2 1.5 2
1 2 1.5 1 2 1.5 2
1 2 2 1 2 1.5 2
2 1 1 1 2 1.5 2
2 1 1 2 1 1.5 1 or 4
3 1 1 2 1 1.5 1
and F ˚Gptq “ 1´ F ˚Gptq for all t.
Example 2.5. Consider again the 2-component series system and k “ 1 spare with two possible
standby redundancy policies T rIs “ mintX1 ` Y1, X2u and T rIIs “ mintX1, X2 ` Y1u. Theorem
3.2 of Boland et al. [5] states that if the component lifetimes are independent and X1 ďst X2
then T rIs ěst T rIIs provided that the component lifetimes possess “the reverse rule of order 2
property”; For more information, see the appendix and also Karlin [11]. Notice that in this case
one has two two-component series systems with the component reliability functions pF1 ˚ F3, F¯2q
and pF¯1, F2 ˚ F3q under Policies I and II, respectively. So srIs “ srIIs “ p1, 0q, H rIspp1, p2q “
H rIIspp1, p2q “ p1p2, hrIsppq “ hrIIsppq “ p2 and then h´1,rIsppq “ h´1,rIIsppq “ ?p. Equation (2)
gives
F¯T rIsptq “ H rIspF1 ˚ F3ptq, F¯2ptqq “ F1 ˚ F3ptqF¯2ptq, t ą 0, (13)
F¯T rIIsptq “ H rIIspF¯1ptq, F2 ˚ F3ptqq “ F¯1ptqF2 ˚ F3ptq, t ą 0. (14)
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Equation (1) yields
G¯rIsptq “
b
F1 ˚ F3ptqF¯2ptq, (15)
G¯rIIsptq “
b
F¯1ptqF2 ˚ F3ptq. (16)
Therefore, for comparison purposes, one just needs to consider the reliability functions given by
Equations (15) and (16) since both systems have identical system signatures. Then, if G¯rIsptq ě
G¯rIIsptq, for all t ą 0, then T rIs ěst T rIIs by Part 2 of Theorem 2.2.
For example, suppose X1 follows the exponential distribution with the DF F2ptq “ 1´expt´tu,
t ą 0 and X2 has the Pareto distribution with the DF F1ptq “ 1´ p1` tq´1, t ą 0. Moreover, the
spare lifetime Y1 „ F3ptq “ 1 ´ expt´2tu, for t ą 0. Using the mathematical software MAPLE
version 18, the graphs of G¯rIsptq and G¯rIIsptq, given by Equations (15) and (16), are pictured in
Figure 3.
Figure 3: Graphs of G¯rIsptq (Dashed line) and G¯rIIsptq (Solid line) in Example 2.5.
As one can see from Figure 3, GrIs ěst GrIIs then T rIs ěst T rIIs by Part 2 of Theorem 2.2.
Note that in this example the family tF1, F2u does not posses the RR2 property. To see this, the
respective densities are f1ptq “ p1 ` tq´2 and f2ptq “ expt´tu, for t ą 0. Let x1 “ 1 and x2 “ 2.
One can easily see that f1px1qf2px2q “ 0.0338 ğ f1px2qf2px1q “ 0.04088. Hence, Theorem 3.2 of
Boland et al. [5] can not be applied in this RAP. l
3 RAP with dependent component lifetimes
In practice, the system components may share the same environmental factors such as tempera-
ture, pressure, loading and etc. Then, the component lifetimes are not independent, but rather
are “associated” and exhibit some dependency. Examples include structures in which components
share the load, so that failure of one component results in increased load on each of the remaining
components. For more information, see Barlow and Proschan [1] and Nelsen [20]. The RAP for
systems with dependent component lifetimes has not been extensively studied in literature. Among
few works, Kotz et al. [12] investigated the increase in the mean lifetime for parallel redundancy
when the two component lifetimes are positive (negative) dependent. da Costa Bueno [6] defined
the concept of “minimal standby redundancy” and used the reverse rule of order 2 property be-
tween component lifetimes to study the problem of RAP for k-out-of-n systems with dependent
components using a martingale approach. See also da Costa Bueno and Martins do Carmo [7].
Belzunce et al. [2, 3] considered the RAP with dependent component lifetimes. For modelling
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the dependency among component lifetimes and comparison purposes, they used the concept of
“joint stochastic orders”. You and Li [29] extended the result of Boland et al. [5] from indepen-
dent components to allocating m independent and identically distributed (IID) active redundancy
lifetimes to k-out-of-n system with components lifetimes having an arrangement increasing (AI)
joint density. They proved that more redundancies should be allocated to the weaker component
to increase the reliability of the system. Recently, Jeddi and Doostparast [10] considered the RAP
without any restriction to a special structure form for dependency among component lifetimes.
Their conditions are expressed in terms of the joint distribution of the component lifetimes. This
section deals with the problem of allocating spare components via the proposed signature-based
approach for improving the system reliability in which the lifetimes of components are dependent.
Navarro et al. [19] extended th representation (2) based on signatures to coherent systems with
component lifetimes that may be dependent. To describe the results, let T “ φpX1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , Xnq be the
lifetime of a coherent system with structure function φ and component lifetimes X1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , Xn with
the joint reliability function F¯X1,¨¨¨ ,Xnpx1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , xnq “ P pX1 ą x1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , Xn ą xnq. Sklar’s theorem
(Nelsen, [20], p. 46) ensures
F¯X1,¨¨¨ ,Xnpx1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , xnq “ K
`
F¯X1px1q, ¨ ¨ ¨ , F¯Xnpxnq
˘
, (17)
where F¯Xipxiq “ P pXi ą xiq, for i “ 1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , n, is the marginal reliability function of component
lifetime Xi and K is the survival copula. The coherent system lifetime T may be represented as
T “ max1ďjďlXPj where XPj “ miniPPj Xi and P1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , Pl stand for the all “minimal paths” of
the system. For more information, see Barlow and Proschan [1]. Hence, the system reliability
function can be written as (Navarro et al. [19])
F¯T ptq “W
`
F¯X1 px1q, ¨ ¨ ¨ , F¯Xnpxnq
˘
, (18)
where
W px1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , xnq “
lÿ
j“1
KpxPj q ´
ÿ
iăj
KpxPi ŤPj q ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` p´1ql`1KpxP1 Ť¨¨¨ŤPlq,
and xP “ pz1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , znq with zi “ xi for i P P and zi “ 1 for i R P . Here W “W pφ,Kq is known as
“structure-dependence function ”. In particular, if the component lifetimes are independent then
the function W is equal to the structure reliability function H in Equation (2).
Example 3.1 (Navarro et al. [19]). Consider a system with lifetime T “ minpX1,maxpX2, X3qq.
Then P1 “ t1, 2u and P2 “ t1, 3u. By Equation (18)
F¯T ptq “W pF¯1ptq, F¯2ptq, F¯3ptqq, (19)
where W px1, x2, x3q “ Kpx1, x2, 1q ` Kpx1, 1, x3q ´ Kpx1, x2, x3q. Notice that if the component
lifetimes are independent, then Kpx1, x2, x3q “ x1x2x3 and W px1, x2, x3q “ x1x2`x1x3´x1x2x3.
l
Navarro et al. [19] proved that the system lifetime T is equal in law with T ‹ “ φpY1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , Ynq
where Y1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , Yn are identically distributed with the joint reliability function
P pY1 ą x1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , Yn ą xnq “ KpG¯W px1q, ¨ ¨ ¨ , G¯W pxnqq, (20)
where G¯W ptq “ mW pF¯1ptq, ¨ ¨ ¨ , F¯nptqq and mW px1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , xnq is “the mean function” of W , defined
by mW px1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , xnq “ δ´1pW px1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , xnqq on the space r0, 1sn and δpxq “ W px, ¨ ¨ ¨ , xq for x P
r0, 1s. Moreover, if the survival copula K is exchangeable, then
F¯T ptq “
nÿ
i“1
siG¯i:nptq, (21)
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where G¯i:nptq “ P pYi:n ą tq and Y1:n ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă Yn:n are the order statistics obtained from the
random variables Y1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , Yn with the joint reliability function (20). The next theorem is valuable
in RAP for coherent systems.
Theorem 3.2 (Navarro et al. [19]). If T is the lifetime of a coherent system with signature
s “ ps1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , snq and with component lifetimes X1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , Xn having the structure-dependence function
W , then
F¯T ptq “
nÿ
i“1
siG¯i:nptq, (22)
where G¯i:nptq “ P pYi:n ą tq and Y1:n ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă Yn:n stand for the order statistics obtained from the
IID random variables Y1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , Yn with the common reliability function G¯ptq “ h´1pW pF¯X1 ptq, ¨ ¨ ¨ , F¯Xnptqqq
and h is the reliability polynomial of the coherent system.
Example 3.3. Suppose that the component lifetimes in Example 2.3 are dependent and follow
the Mardia tri-variate Pareto distribution with the joint reliability function (Mardia [14])
F¯X1,X2,X3px1, x2, x3q “
ˆ
x1
σ1
` x2
σ2
` x3
σ3
´ 2
˙´α
, xi ą σi ą 0, i “ 1, 2, 3, α ą 0. (23)
Jeddi and Doostparast [10] proved that T rIs ěst T rIIs provided X1 ďst X2. Here a signature-
based approach is utilized. To do this note that similar to Example 3.1, the reliability system
functions under Policies I and II, respectively, are given by F¯T rIs ptq “W rIspF¯1ptq, F¯2ptq, F¯3ptqq and
F¯T rIIsptq “W rIIspF¯1ptq, F¯2ptq, F¯3ptqq, where
W rIspx1, x2, x3q “ Kpx1, x2, 1q `Kp1, x2, x3q ´Kpx1, x2, x3q, (24)
W rIIspx1, x2, x3q “ Kpx1, x2, 1q `Kpx1, 1, x3q ´Kpx1, x2, x3q, (25)
with the survival copula Kpx1, x2, x3q “
´
x
´1{α
1
` x´1{α
2
` x´1{α
3
´ 2
¯´α
, which known as “Clyton
copula”; See Nelsen [20] for more information. Notice that the popular form for the Clyton copula
is as follow:
Kpx1, x2, x3q “
`
x´θ
1
` x´θ
2
` x´θ
3
´ 2˘´1{θ , θ ě 0. (26)
By Theorem 3.2, the equivalent systems under Policies I and II with IID component lifetimes have
the common component reliability functions
G¯rIsptq “ h´1,rIs
´
W rIspF¯1ptq, F¯2ptq, F¯3ptqq
¯
“ h´1,rIs `KpF¯1ptq, F¯2ptq, 1q `Kp1, F¯2ptq, F¯3ptqq ´KpF¯1ptq, F¯2ptq, F¯3ptqq˘ , (27)
G¯rIIsptq “ h´1,rIIs
´
W rIIspF¯1ptq, F¯2ptq, F¯3ptqq
¯
“ h´1,rIIs `KpF¯1ptq, F¯2ptq, 1q `KpF¯1ptq, 1, F¯3ptqq ´KpF¯1ptq, F¯2ptq, F¯3ptqq˘ , (28)
respectively, where the functions h´1,rIsppq and h´1,rIIsppq are given by Equation (9). Since srIs “
srIIs, one solely needs to compare the component reliability functions (27) and (28) and then uses
Part 2 of Theorem 2.2. Therefore, T rIs ěst T rIIs if and only if G¯rIsptq ě G¯rIIsptq for all t ą 0.
Notice that the functions h´1,rIsppq “ h´1,rIIsppq are increasing in p. From (24)-(28) and after
simple algebraic calculations, one can see that G¯rIsptq ě G¯rIIsptq for all t ą 0 holds if and only if
F¯1ptq ď F¯2ptq for all t ą 0. Hence, T rIs ěst T rIIs if and only if X1 ďst X2 as proved by Jeddi and
Doostparast [10]. l
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Here, we assumed that the dependence structure does not change under different policies. If the
dependency structure change under various policies, the above-mentioned signature-based proce-
dure may be used to derive an optimal RAP. For example assume that the dependency among
component lifetimes under Policy I follows the Clyton copula (26) while under Policy II follows
“the Gumbel copula”
Kpx1, x2, x3q “ exp
´
tp´ log x1qγ ` p´ log x2qγ ` p´ log x3qγu1{γ
¯
, xi ą 0, i “ 1, 2, 3. (29)
where “log” stands for the natural logarithm. Moreover, let F¯iptq “ p1 ` tqi, t ą 0 for i “ 1, 2, 3,
the Pareto distribution. Upon substituting Equations (26) and (29), respectively, into Equations
(27) and (28), the component reliability functions G¯rIsptq and G¯rIIsptq are derived. A graph of
these functions may be useful to derive the optimal policy.
4 Conclusion
This paper dealt with a signature-based approach for redundancy allocation problems when com-
ponent lifetimes are either heterogeneous or dependent. An important part to implement the
derived results is derivation of the system signature. There are some researches to obtain system
signatures; See, e.g., Gertsbakh et al. [8], Marichal and Mathonet [15] and Navarro and Rubino
[18] and references therein.
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Appendix
The reverse rule of order 2 property
Definition 4.1. The function gpθ, xq has the reverse rule of order 2 (denoted by RR2) property
in θ and x if for θ1 ą θ2 and x1 ă x2,
gpθ1, x1qgpθ2, x2q ě gpθ1, x2qgpθ2, x1q.
Many one-parameter families of density functions tgpθ, xq :“ fθpxq, θ P Θu of life distributions
possess the RR2 property. Examples include:
• Gamma distribution Γpm,λq with density
fm,λpxq “ λ
m
Γpmqx
m´1 expt´λxu, x ą 0.
The families tΓpm, θq, θ ą 0u (fixed shape parameter) and tΓpθ´1, λq, θ ą 0u (fixed scale
parameter);
• Weibull distribution with density fθpxq “ αθxα´1 expt´θxαu, for λ ą 0, is RR2 with fixed
shape parameter α;
• Pareto family of densities tfθpxq “ θp1` xq´pθ`1q, θ ą 0u.
MAPLE codes for the bridge example
• H(p1,p2,p3,p4, p5):=p1* p3+p2* p4+p1* p4* p5+p2* p3* p5 -p1* p2* p3* p4-p1* p3* p4*
p5-p1* p2* p3* p5-p2* p3* p4* p5-p1* p2* p4* p5 +2 p1* p2* p3* p4* p5); h(p):=H(p,p,p,p,p);
• H1(p1,p2,p3,p4, p5,p6):=H(1-(1- p1)*(1-p6),p2,p3,p4, p5); h1(p):=H1(p,p,p,p, p,p);
• H2(p1,p2,p3,p4, p5,p6):=H(p1,1-(1- p2)*(1-p6),p3,p4, p5); h2(p):=H2(p,p,p,p, p,p) ;
• H3(p1,p2,p3,p4, p5,p6):=H(p1,p2,1-(1- p3)*(1-p6),p4, p5); h3(p):=H3(p,p,p,p, p,p) ;
• H4(p1,p2,p3,p4, p5,p6):=H(p1,p2,p3,1-(1- p4)*(1-p6), p5); h4(p):=H4(p,p,p,p, p,p);
• H5(p1,p2,p3,p4, p5,p6):=H(p1,p2,p3,p4,1-(1- p5)*(1-p6)); h5(p):=H5(p,p,p,p, p,p);
• simplify(h1(p)); simplify(h2(p)); simplify(h3(p)); simplify(h4(p)); simplify(h5(p));
• f := x Ñ ´2 ˚ x6 ` 8 ˚ x5 ´ 10 ˚ x4 ` 2 ˚ x3 ` 3 ˚ x2;
solve(x = f(y), y) assuming 0 ď y ď 1 and 0 ď x ď 1;
g := unapply(%, x); g(f(x));
• F1bar := tÑ expt´pλ1tqα1u;
F2bar := tÑ expt´pλ2tqα2u;
F3bar := tÑ expt´pλ3tqα3u;
F4bar := tÑ expt´pλ4tqα4u;
F5bar := tÑ expt´pλ5tqα5u;
F6bar := tÑ expt´pλ6tqα6u;
• n := 5; s1245 := (0, 1/15, 7/30, 1/2, 1/5, 0); s3 :=( 0, 2/15, 4/15, 7/15, 2/15, 0); λ1 :“ 1;
λ2 :“ 1; λ3 :“ 1; λ4 :“ 1; λ5 :“ 1; λ6 :“ 1;
α1 :“ 2; α2 :“ 0.5; α3 :“ 1; α4 :“ 2; α5 :“ 0.5; α6 :“ 2;
• E(n,i,a):=
řn
j“i a
jp1´ aqn´j
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• Gbar1nPolicy1 := 1-E(n, 1, 1-g(H1(F1bar(t), F2bar(t), F3bar(t), F4bar(t), F5bar(t), F6bar(t))));
Gbar2nPolicy1 := 1-E(n, 2, 1-g(H1(F1bar(t), F2bar(t), F3bar(t), F4bar(t), F5bar(t), F6bar(t))));
Gbar3nPolicy1 := 1-E(n, 3, 1-g(H1(F1bar(t), F2bar(t), F3bar(t), F4bar(t), F5bar(t), F6bar(t))));
Gbar4nPolicy1 := 1-E(n, 4, 1-g(H1(F1bar(t), F2bar(t), F3bar(t), F4bar(t), F5bar(t), F6bar(t))));
Gbar5nPolicy1 := 1-E(n, 5, 1-g(H1(F1bar(t), F2bar(t), F3bar(t), F4bar(t), F5bar(t), F6bar(t))));
Gbar1nPolicy2 := 1-E(n, 1, 1-g(H2(F1bar(t), F2bar(t), F3bar(t), F4bar(t), F5bar(t), F6bar(t))));
Gbar2nPolicy2 := 1-E(n, 2, 1-g(H2(F1bar(t), F2bar(t), F3bar(t), F4bar(t), F5bar(t), F6bar(t))));
Gbar3nPolicy2 := 1-E(n, 3, 1-g(H2(F1bar(t), F2bar(t), F3bar(t), F4bar(t), F5bar(t), F6bar(t))));
Gbar4nPolicy2 := 1-E(n, 4, 1-g(H2(F1bar(t), F2bar(t), F3bar(t), F4bar(t), F5bar(t), F6bar(t))));
Gbar5nPolicy2 := 1-E(n, 5, 1-g(H2(F1bar(t), F2bar(t), F3bar(t), F4bar(t), F5bar(t), F6bar(t))));
Gbar1nPolicy3 := 1-E(n, 1, 1-g(H3(F1bar(t), F2bar(t), F3bar(t), F4bar(t), F5bar(t), F6bar(t))));
Gbar2nPolicy3 := 1-E(n, 2, 1-g(H3(F1bar(t), F2bar(t), F3bar(t), F4bar(t), F5bar(t), F6bar(t))));
Gbar3nPolicy3 := 1-E(n, 3, 1-g(H3(F1bar(t), F2bar(t), F3bar(t), F4bar(t), F5bar(t), F6bar(t))));
Gbar4nPolicy3 := 1-E(n, 4, 1-g(H3(F1bar(t), F2bar(t), F3bar(t), F4bar(t), F5bar(t), F6bar(t))));
Gbar5nPolicy3 := 1-E(n, 5, 1-g(H3(F1bar(t), F2bar(t), F3bar(t), F4bar(t), F5bar(t), F6bar(t))));
Gbar1nPolicy4 := 1-E(n, 1, 1-g(H4(F1bar(t), F2bar(t), F3bar(t), F4bar(t), F5bar(t), F6bar(t))));
Gbar2nPolicy4 := 1-E(n, 2, 1-g(H4(F1bar(t), F2bar(t), F3bar(t), F4bar(t), F5bar(t), F6bar(t))));
Gbar3nPolicy4 := 1-E(n, 3, 1-g(H4(F1bar(t), F2bar(t), F3bar(t), F4bar(t), F5bar(t), F6bar(t))));
Gbar4nPolicy4 := 1-E(n, 4, 1-g(H4(F1bar(t), F2bar(t), F3bar(t), F4bar(t), F5bar(t), F6bar(t))));
Gbar5nPolicy4 := 1-E(n, 5, 1-g(H4(F1bar(t), F2bar(t), F3bar(t), F4bar(t), F5bar(t), F6bar(t))));
Gbar1nPolicy5 := 1-E(n, 1, 1-g(H5(F1bar(t), F2bar(t), F3bar(t), F4bar(t), F5bar(t), F6bar(t))));
Gbar2nPolicy5 := 1-E(n, 2, 1-g(H5(F1bar(t), F2bar(t), F3bar(t), F4bar(t), F5bar(t), F6bar(t))));
Gbar3nPolicy5 := 1-E(n, 3, 1-g(H5(F1bar(t), F2bar(t), F3bar(t), F4bar(t), F5bar(t), F6bar(t))));
Gbar4nPolicy5 := 1-E(n, 4, 1-g(H5(F1bar(t), F2bar(t), F3bar(t), F4bar(t), F5bar(t), F6bar(t))));
Gbar5nPolicy5 := 1-E(n, 5, 1-g(H5(F1bar(t), F2bar(t), F3bar(t), F4bar(t), F5bar(t), F6bar(t))))
• FbarSystemPolicy1 := s1245[1]*Gbar1nPolicy1(t)+s1245[2]*Gbar2nPolicy1(t)
+s1245[3]*Gbar3nPolicy1(t)+s1245[4]*Gbar4nPolicy1(t)+s1245[5]*Gbar5nPolicy1(t);
FbarSystemPolicy2 := s1245[1]*Gbar1nPolicy2(t)+s1245[2]*Gbar2nPolicy2(t)
+s1245[3]*Gbar3nPolicy2(t)+s1245[4]*Gbar4nPolicy2(t)+s1245[5]*Gbar5nPolicy2(t);
FbarSystemPolicy3 := s3[1]*Gbar1nPolicy3(t)+s3[2]*Gbar2nPolicy3(t)
+s3[3]*Gbar3nPolicy3(t)+s3[4]*Gbar4nPolicy3(t)+s3[5]*Gbar5nPolicy3(t);
FbarSystemPolicy4 := s1245[1]*Gbar1nPolicy4(t)+s1245[2]*Gbar2nPolicy4(t)
+s1245[3]*Gbar3nPolicy4(t)+s1245[4]*Gbar4nPolicy4(t)+s1245[5]*Gbar5nPolicy4(t);
FbarSystemPolicy5 := s1245[1]*Gbar1nPolicy5(t)+s1245[2]*Gbar2nPolicy5(t)
+s1245[3]*Gbar3nPolicy5(t)+s1245[4]*Gbar4nPolicy5(t)+s1245[5]*Gbar5nPolicy5(t)
• plot(FbarSystemPolicy1, FbarSystemPolicy2, FbarSystemPolicy3, FbarSystemPolicy4, FbarSys-
temPolicy5, t = 0 .. 1.5)
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